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Boardman Wind Tunnel Experience 

 

Having done extensive “Open Area Testing” 1 at multiple venues, and cross-calibrated them, I’ve always 

wanted to validate my field-testing results directly with results from a wind tunnel session. The Wind 

Tunnel at the Boardman Performance Centre has made this more affordable, so I booked a session. 

 

 

It was a bit of a surprise that the second person I saw, after walking in and talking to the receptionist, 

was the man himself, at the coffee machine. He asked me what I’d come to do, and when I said, “tunnel 

testing” he said, “I think I might hang around for that”, and he did. 

This is a dedicated wind tunnel for testing cyclists, so the construction costs and the running costs are 

significantly lower than other wind tunnels, such as the F1 Mercedes wind tunnel. Cyclists only need 

wind up to about 100kph, F1 cars need 300kph or more. Cyclists do need to test with “yaw” and the 

Boardman tunnel accommodates this. And there are no lock-out dates when the tunnel is being used for 

testing cars (!) 

You start by getting a cup of coffee, bringing your kit in, and taking it upstairs (with the help of the staff), 

as the tunnel access is on the first floor with adjacent changing rooms, showers and lockers. The tunnel 

manager does a “meet and greet” and outlines how the logistics work (and covers the statutory Health 

and Safety briefing).  

Footnote 1: Formic Labs Open Area Testing = F L O A T, hence FloatAero ….. 
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You have the option of using your own bike, if your objective is along the lines of fine tuning, or you can 

use a Boardman TT bike that they have set up for fast changes to the front end, if you are looking at 

your TT position from a clean sheet perspective. 

The bike is clamped to a pair of stanchions, one pair for the front wheel and one pair for the rear wheel, 

and underneath each of the tyres there is a roller. The rear wheel roller drives the front wheel roller 

which, in turn, drives the front wheel.  

Whilst the technicians are taking care of fixing your bike to the turntable (motor-controlled turntable so 

that you can do fixed or sweeping yaw tests), the session manager starts putting together a schedule of 

what will be tested. You tell them what your FTP is, what cadence you ride at, and what wind speeds 

you want to test at, normally two speeds, in my case 40kph and 50kph with a cadence of 85rpm. And 

then it’s into the tunnel area, mount up on the bike and do a familiarisation run, so the rider can get a 

feel for what’s going on, and the technicians can check that all the measurement systems are 

operational. 

And then you do some testing …… it can be an iterative process, with advice coming from the session 

manager; it can be testing to your own test schedule; or it can be a combination of both. In my case I 

started out thinking we’d test to my schedule however this morphed into a combination of test schedule 

and advice after the second run. Basically, some of the permutations that I had on my schedule weren’t 

worth wasting time on, as we had already made the call that a particular bit of kit was “better”.  

My main objective was to test my benchmark set-up in the tunnel and compare the result with my field-

testing results from Hillingdon and Welwyn velodrome. That we achieved within 20 minutes. The 

remainder of the time was spent testing with a different skin suit, testing shoes, with and without aero 

shoe covers, and testing three helmets, Uvex Race 8, AeroHead Ultimate (large), and Bambino (medium) 

with visor in place. I had wanted to test with the visor parked but we didn’t trust the magnets to hold it 

in place with the forced air. A bit of tape would have probably done the trick. As is the case with field 

testing, it is one change at a time, so the time soon flies by. 

There is interaction between the session manager and the rider throughout the session. This is usually 

just “yes, that’s better” or “no, that doesn’t work” with the detail of the numbers being left until the 

post session debrief. You also get a report (PDF I’m guessing). In my case, being the first paying 

customer after the beta testers, there was still a bit of work needed on the automatic report generation 

process, so I’ll get the detailed report by email a little later. 

Overall it was a cracking experience. My coach, Ken Buckley, was booked in for the session following 

mine, so I was able to watch his session from the viewing area. Ken’s a “roadie” who puts a lot of 

emphasis on optimisation, so he was testing on a road bike and specifically looking at front end options. 

A few more pictures on the following pages …. 

Ends 
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Discussing options with the session manager - one of my more conspicuous skin suits ….. 
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This is what you see projected on the floor in front of you, if you look down. I focused on looking 

forward, as I would when riding in the real world. There is a duplicate of this display in the viewing area. 

Scope to cut down the rear part of the extensions. The eTap blip box is behind the left elbow pad. 

 

 

The less conspicuous skin suit which also turned out to be “faster”. 

The overshoes will be replaced with black ones …… 
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I can’t comment on Ken’s results – secret squirrel, as Mr Boardman would say 😉 

 


